Abbreviations
=============

DI-cohesion

:   damage induced cohesion

DSB DNA

:   double strand break

FDR

:   false discovery rate

HO

:   homothallic switching endonuclease

S

:   supplementary

SCC

:   sister chromatid cohesion

SMC

:   structural maintenance of chromosomes

WT

:   wild type

Introduction {#s0001}
============

Preserved genome integrity is fundamental for cell survival and cell cycle progression. One important mechanism for keeping the genome intact is proper segregation of sister chromatids, an event that requires the cohesin complex, which holds the sister chromatids together from the time of their formation during replication until separation at anaphase.[@cit0001] Cohesin, together with condensin and the Smc5/6 complex, form a family of large multi-subunit complexes built from Structural Maintenance of Chromosome (SMC) proteins.[@cit0001] The cohesin complex consists of Smc1 and Smc3, as well as the non-SMC proteins Mcd1 (also called Scc1) and Scc3 (also called Irr1), and forms a ring-like structure.[@cit0001] In addition, the accessory proteins Pds5 and Wpl1 have in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* been shown to interact with the complex via Scc3 and be important for cohesion maintenance.[@cit0003] DNA loading of cohesin, that happens prior to DNA replication in all organisms analyzed, depends on the protein complex Scc2/4 (human NIPBL/MAU2).[@cit0004] Cohesion is then established during S phase, in strong connection to replication and depending on acetylation of Smc3 by the acetyltransferase Eco1.[@cit0009] During the G2/M phase cohesion is maintained, to finally be dissolved at anaphase through cleavage of Mcd1 by separase.[@cit0001]

Two fractions of cohesin exist in the cell, one that is stably bound, and one that is constantly moving on and off the chromosomes.[@cit0012] After S phase has been completed the latter will not become cohesive unless DNA is damaged. This reestablishment of cohesion in response to DNA damage in G2 is called Damage Induced (DI)-cohesion and like S phase cohesion it depends on Scc2 and Eco1 for loading and establishment.[@cit0014] DI-cohesion is formed both proximal to the DNA double strand break (DSB) and throughout the genome.[@cit0014]

Cohesin and Scc2/4 are in addition to their role in chromosome segregation, essential for correct DNA repair as well as DNA damage checkpoint activation and have also been shown to influence gene expression.[@cit0016] This was first described in *Drosophila melanogaster* where Nipped B, the fly homolog of yeast Scc2, was found to be involved in long-range enhancer-promoter communications.[@cit0017] In *Caenorhabditis elegans* and *Xenopus laevis*, MAU2 the homolog of yeast Scc4, has been implicated in neuronal development.[@cit0018] In mammalian cells cohesin has been shown to frequently bind to the same sites as the chromatin insulator protein CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), where it is important for its function as a chromatin insulator.[@cit0019] This is potentially of medical importance since heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in NIPBL, the human Scc2 homolog, has been found to be the major cause of the development syndrome Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS).[@cit0020] Since CdLS is characterized by developmental rather than chromosome segregation defects, it has been suggested to be caused by transcriptional dysfunctions, possibly due to alterations in cohesin chromatin binding dynamics.[@cit0021] Both cell lines from CdLS patients and cells from a mouse CdLS model (Nipbl^+/−^) display altered transcription profiles compared with control cells.[@cit0021] In *S. cerevisiae*, cohesin was initially suggested to influence gene expression through control of their nuclear position.[@cit0016] Thus, cohesin in yeast was believed to function as a boundary element at the silent loci of HMR, involved in mating type switching.[@cit0023] Recent evidence is now expanding the gene regulation function of cohesin also in yeast. Inactivation of Mcd1 in the G1 phase of the cell cycle caused altered expression of a number of genes with related function in a coordinated fashion.[@cit0024] Furthermore, proteins in the cohesin network were reported to regulate gene expression during yeast meiosis,[@cit0025] and Smc1 and Eco1 were shown to also promote rRNA production.[@cit0024]

Here, we set out to further investigate whether inactivation of Scc2 will influence the transcription program also in yeast, using a temperature sensitive *SCC2* allele (*scc2--4*) under conditions known to inactivate both sister chromatid cohesion and DNA repair.[@cit0014] We chose to study the effect of transiently disabling Scc2 in G2/M arrested cells when cohesin and its loader are important for homologous recombination based DSB repair and DI-cohesion. In this fashion we also avoid the alteration in transcription caused by inactivation of cohesin loading during G1 and establishment of cohesion in S phase. We investigated the gene transcription profiles in wild type (WT) and Scc2 deficient cells in the absence and presence of DNA damage and conclude that Scc2 is indeed instrumental for correct gene expression also in budding yeast, both globally and in response to a single DSB. Interestingly, these alterations did not correlate with changes in cohesin binding.

Results {#s0002}
=======

Gene expression profiling of wild type and Scc2 deficient cells in *S. cerevisiae* {#s0002-0001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To compare the gene expression profiles of WT and Scc2 deficient cells in the absence and presence of DNA damage we employed 2 sets of *S. cerevisiae* strains. The first set consisted of one WT strain and one harboring the temperature sensitive allele for *SCC2* (*scc2--4*). In the second set both the WT and the *scc2--4* strain also carried a single recognition site for the yeast HO (HOmothallic switching endonuclease) enzyme, allowing induction of a single specific DSB at chosen position in the genome. All strains are otherwise genetically identical, and contain the HO endonuclease under control of the inducible galactose promoter (*pGAL-HO*). The HO activity normally promotes mating type switching by cleavage of the MAT locus on Chr. III. Here we introduced the HO recognition site centrally on the right arm of Chr. VI. The endogenous HO cleavage site at the MAT locus was deleted to avoid the specific gene expression program it activates.[@cit0029] The experimental procedure is depicted in **Figure 1A**. In short, log phase yeast cells were arrested in G2/M. The temperature was raised and 30 minutes later galactose was added to induce one DSB in cells containing the recognition site for the HO enzyme. Ninety minutes later, cells were harvested, RNA isolated and cDNA synthesized for analysis of global gene expression by GeneChip Yeast genome arrays (5841 transcripts/array). Induction of the DSB was confirmed by pulse field gel electrophoresis and the G2 arrest by FACS ([**Fig. 1B**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} **and C**). This experimental setup facilitates 4 possible comparisons: *scc2--4* versus WT cells in absence and in the presence of break, WT cells in the presence vs. absence of break, as well as *scc2--4* cells in the presence compared to absence of break. Figure 1.Experimental set up. (**A**) Schematic illustration of the experimental system used throughout this study. Pairs of *S. cerevisiae* strains, either WT or harboring the *scc2--4* ts allele, genetically identical in all other aspects except for the presence or absence of the recognition site for the HO enzyme, were grown in YEP media supplemented with 2% raffinose at 21°C, and arrested in G2/M. A temperature raise to 32°C for 30 minutes, renders Scc2 dysfunctional before galactose addition, to induce one DSB or not. After 90 minutes break induction, cells were collected, total RNA prepared, cDNA synthesized and fragmented before hybridization to GeneChip Yeast genome 2.0 Array. (**B**) Pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) for verification of *pGAL-HO* break induction. The arrow points at Chr. VI. (**C**) FACS profiles of indicated yeast strains at indicated time points.

Samples were collected and prepared as described ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). For comparisons between the different conditions gene expression data were pre-processed using limma and the rma (Robust Multichip Average) procedure.[@cit0030] Samples were tested for differential expression (FDR ≤ 0.05) between different strains, and within strains but between absence and presence of DSB. A correlation graph is presented in [**Figure 2A**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"} where the strongest correlation is depicted white and the weakest black. The best correlations were found within the groups of either WT or *scc2--4* cell, indicating that the effect of the induced DSB within the same cell type was diluted in the much larger lack of correlation between WT and *scc2--4* cells ([**Fig. 2A**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Inactivation of Scc2 causes global changes in gene expression. (**A**) Correlation plot illustrating correlations between WT and Scc2 deficient cells and induction of DSB. White color represents perfect correlation (ρ = 1) and black represents no correlation (ρ=0). Higher correlation is seen within each cell type, independent of DSB induction. (**B**) Summary of the number of probes/genes significantly affected when comparing WT and *scc2--4* cells in the absence and presence of DSB. (**C and D**) Bioinformatic analysis using SGD GO slim mapping. Up- and downregulated genes were sorted according to biological process. Processes were regarded as significantly enhanced if FDR ≤ 0.05 (\*, *P* ≤ 0.05, \*\*, *P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\*, *P* ≤ 0.005). (**C**) Biological processes of upregulated genes in Scc2 deficient cells compared to WT. (**D**) Biological processes of downregulated genes in Scc2 deficient cells compared to WT.

Since the most prominent effect on gene expression appeared to depend on lack of functional Scc2 we initially focused on comparing the transcription profiles of *scc2--4* and WT cells. Among the 5841 open reading frames (transcripts) examined, 567 probe sets, corresponding to 473 genes, were significantly affected in the absence of break. 57% of these genes were upregulated and 43% downregulated ([**Fig. 2B**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}**; data set S1**). In the presence of break 754 probe sets, corresponding to 632 genes, were differentially expressed when comparing *scc2--4* cells versus WT cells and of these 58% were up- and 42% downregulated ([**Fig. 2B**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}; **data set S2**). Common for both conditions were 399 probe sets that were differentially expressed in Scc2 deficient cells compared with WT, leaving 168 probe sets uniquely affected in the absence (**data set S3**) and 355 in the presence of break (**data set S4**).

The data sets obtained when comparing *scc2--4* cells to WT cells, consisting of 473 genes differentially expressed in the absence of break, and 632 in the presence of break, were analyzed using Saccharomyces Genome Database Gene Ontology (SGD GO) slim mapping according to biological process.[@cit0033] The genes where divided into up- and downregulated genes (**Tables S2--S5**) and processes that showed a significant enhancement compared with genome frequency (FDR ≤ 0.05) were considered further. As seen in [**Figure 2C and D**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, most of the genes with altered expression in *scc2--4* cells compared to WT cells, are involved in processes that are affected independently of break induction, and presumably instead depend on the inactivation of Scc2, also apparent in the correlation graph ([**Fig. 2A**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). We found that a majority of the genes upregulated after inactivation of Scc2, in the presence or absence of break, represented mitochondrial processes. In contrast, among the downregulated genes, the processes DNA damage, DNA repair and DNA recombination were significantly enhanced in the presence of DSB compared to the genome frequency. This suggested that in the absence of functional Scc2 also the transcriptional response to DNA damage is abrogated ([**Fig. 2D**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). An additional indication for this was that several known DNA damage response genes, such as *HUG1*, *PLM2*, *MAG1*, *DUN1* and *RNR1* were upregulated in WT compared to *scc2--4* cells, when analyzing the 355 probe sets uniquely affected in the presence of DSB (**data set S4**).

In response to DSB in WT or Scc2 deficient cells the statistical analysis showed that only 5 and 7 probe sets were affected respectively (**data set S5 and S6**). This most likely depends on the experiment being designed for examination of the general transcriptional difference between WT and Scc2 deficient cells. Thus, to understand the effect on the transcriptional response to DSB in the absence of functional Scc2 this had to be studied separately.

Transcriptional alterations induced by a single DSB {#s0002-0002}
---------------------------------------------------

Several of the results from our initial experiment indicated that Scc2 would be important also for the transcriptional response induced by DSB formation. First, in the absence of DSB 473 genes were affected, while 632 genes were significantly affected in the presence of DSB, when comparing WT and Scc2 deficient cells. Second, in the group of downregulated genes comparing *scc2--4* vs. WT cells in presence of DSB, multiple genes were sorted into processes such as cellular responses to DNA damage, DNA repair and DNA recombination ([**Fig. 2B and D**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Lastly, in the WT compared with the *scc2--4* cell population, multiple upregulated DNA damage response genes were found among the probe sets exclusively affected in the presence of DSB (**data set S4**).

To be able to determine the transcriptional response caused by induction of a single DSB break in the absence of functional Scc2, we first tested if a single DSB would induce a typical transcriptional DNA damage response, analogous to what has been reported for IR, UV, MMS, HU, and 4-nitroquinone in WT cells.[@cit0029] The same experimental procedure as described in [**Figure 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} was employed for WT cells alone. Among the 5841 open reading frames examined, 143 probe sets, corresponding to 113 genes, displayed significant differences in expression between absence and presence of one DSB with the false discovery rate, FDR ≤ 0.05 (**data set S7**). Of these were 63% up- and 37% downregulated ([**Fig. 3A**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}**; data set S7**). A number of genes have previously been shown to be transcriptionally activated in response to different types of DNA damaging agents and function as part of the checkpoint response.[@cit0029] We found that the majority of these genes were also induced in response to a single DSB on Chr. VI, namely *HUG1*, *RNR1*, *RNR2*, *RNR3*, *RNR4*, *DIN7*, *DUN1*, *MAG1*, *RAD16*, *PLM2*, *RAD54* (**data set S7**). In addition, *SMC1*, *MCD1* and *SCC3*, 3 out of the 4 genes encoding subunits of the core cohesin complex, as well as the cohesin accessory protein *PDS5*, were upregulated. Interestingly the same was true for *SMC6*, one of the subunits in the Smc5/6 complex that similar to cohesin has been shown to have DNA repair functions (**data set S7**).[@cit0001] It has previously been reported that 2 clusters of genes, one induced and one repressed, are transcriptionally regulated in response to a range of different types of stressful conditions, including DNA damage. In this stereotyped response, called the environmental stress response (ESR), the repressed genes mainly encode ribosomal proteins, as well as genes involved in RNA metabolism, protein synthesis and different aspects of cell growth.[@cit0036] This set of genes was found also here in the group of genes most evidently downregulated in response to DSB in WT cells (**data set S5**). Figure 3.For figure legend, see page 3651.**Figure 3 (See previous page).** Transcriptional alterations induced by a single DSB on Chr. VI. (**A**) Heatmap showing the 143 probe sets transcriptionally altered in response to a single DSB on Chr. VI (FDR ≤ 0.05) in WT cells. (**B**) Heatmap showing the 1189 probe sets transcriptionally altered in response to a single DSB on Chr. VI after inactivation of Scc2 (FDR ≤ 0.05). (**A and B**) Red represents genes that are upregulated and green those that are downregulated. (**C**) Relative gene expression of indicated genes was measured by qRT-PCR. Expression of respective gene for both WT and *scc2--4* in the presence of break was related to its own absence of break sample that was set to 1. Data are mean values from 3 independent experiments with the respective deviation. Statistical significances are indicated by \*, *P* ≤ 0.05, \*\*, *P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\*, *P* ≤ 0.005.

In conclusion, we found that one single DSB on Chr. VI indeed induced a number of genes previously reported to be transcriptionally activated upon DNA damage. Thus, the collected effect on the transcriptional response after DSB induction reflects a typical ESR pattern. Taken together, this convinced us that we have a suitable system for determination of the transcriptional alterations induced by a single DSB, and prompted us to investigate how transient absence of Scc2 specifically affects this response.

Influence of Scc2 on gene expression after DSB induction {#s0002-0003}
--------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine the importance of Scc2 for the transcriptional response to a DSB, we then performed an experiment following the same outline as in [**Figure 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, but now analyzing only *scc2--4* cells in the absence and presence of DSB. This microarray analysis showed that one single DSB on Chr. VI significantly affected the expression of 1189 probe sets, corresponding to 976 genes ([**Fig. 3B**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}**; data set S8**). This is to be compared with 113 genes in WT cells ([**Fig. 3A**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}**; data set S7**), using the same FDR cutoff ≤ 0.05. The analysis showed that 42% of the affected genes were upregulated and 58% downregulated ([**Fig. 3B**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}**; data set S8**). Most of the genes that are known to be transcriptionally activated upon DNA damage and that we found in WT cells were upregulated also in Scc2 deficient cells (*HUG1*, *RNR1*, *RNR2*, *RNR3*, *RNR4*, *DIN7*, *DUN1*, *MAG1*, *RAD16*, *PLM2*, *RAD54*) (**data set S8**). A difference between WT and *scc2--4* cells could be seen for genes encoding proteins of the SMC complexes. Both in WT and in Scc2 deficient cells, *SCC3* was upregulated upon a HO break, but contrary to WT cells no significant change in expression of *SMC1*, *MDC1*, *SMC6* or *PDS5* was detected in *scc2--4* cells (**data sets S7 and S8**). That all strains analyzed were evenly and consistently arrested in G2, and the DSB induction equally efficient in WT and *scc2--4* strains, containing the recognition sequence for HO (data not shown), argues that the altered transcription profiles in *scc2--4* cells compared with WT cells, in response to DSB induction, here depends on inactivation of Scc2.

A selection of interesting genes, as indicated by microarray to be significantly altered, were further analyzed by quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) using cDNA isolated from WT and Scc2 deficient cells from the same experiment. The expression of this set of genes, mainly encoding cohesin components and DNA repair proteins interesting from a DSB repair perspective can be seen in **Figure 3C**. Among the genes encoding cohesin components, we could confirm that expression of 4 out of 5 genes tested (*SCC3*, *SMC1*, *MCD1* and *PDS5*) showed a significant upregulation in WT cells, confirming the microarray result for these genes. For *SMC6* the tendency was the same although not significant in qRT-PCR. Regarding the Scc2 deficient cells the microarray data indicated that there would be no effect on *SMC1*, *MCD1*, *PDS5* or *SMC6* and this was indeed confirmed using qRT-PCR ([**Fig. 3C**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). SCC3 on the other hand was upregulated in the microarray analysis, which was not the case using qRT-PCR where it showed the same pattern as the other genes ([**Fig. 3C**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}).

In the microarray analysis several of the classical DNA damage response genes were significantly upregulated in both WT and Scc2 deficient cells. Among these *HUG1* and *PLM2* were significantly upregulated both in WT and in Scc2 deficient cells in response to DSB, also as determined by qRT-PCR. For the rest of the genes tested the tendency was clearly the same between the 2 types of analysis but not significant in qRT-PCR ([**Fig. 3C**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"} and data not shown).

Biological processes affected by break induction in WT and Scc2 deficient cells {#s0002-0004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiple DNA damage response genes were upregulated in response to DSB induction both in WT cells and in the absence of Scc2, however the overall transcriptional response was clearly different after inactivation of Scc2. Most apparently, 9 times as many genes were transcriptionally affected after break induction. In addition, from the initial experiment performed ([**Fig. 2D**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) it was apparent that in comparison with WT cells the collected transcriptional DNA damage response was downregulated in Scc2 deficient cells.

To get a better overall picture and understand how these different transcription profiles would affect the cellular functions we used the SGD GO slim mapping to analyze the separate WT and *scc2--4* microarray data sets.[@cit0033] The genes affected in response to a DSB, 113 in WT and 976 in Scc2 deficient cells, were divided into 2 groups, upregulated and downregulated, and sorted according to biological process (**Tables S6--S9**). Processes that showed a significant enhancement compared with genome frequency (FDR ≤ 0.05) were considered further. Rewardingly, 3 of the significantly enhanced processes in the group of upregulated genes in WT cells were cellular response to DNA damage stimulus, DNA repair and chromosome segregation. In Scc2 deficient cells completely different processes, such as responses to chemical stimuli, oxidative stress and starvation were enhanced ([**Fig. 4A**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}, **Table S6**). When investigating the processes in the group of downregulated genes following break induction, "mitochondrion organization" is common for both WT and *scc2--4* cells. However while additional mitochondrion processes are downregulated significantly in WT cells the repressed processes in Scc2 deficient cells instead mainly correspond to ribosomal small and large subunit biogenesis as well as tRNA processing, RNA polymerase I and III transcription, ribosome nuclear export and even translation, strongly indicated that in the absence of Scc2 the processes involved in ribosome production and function were impaired ([**Fig. 4B**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}**; Tables S7 and S9**). Figure 4.A single DSB evokes different transcriptional programs in WT and *scc2--4* cells. (**A and B**) SGD GO slim mapping was used to sort up- and downregulated genes according to biological process. Processes were regarded as significantly enhanced if FDR ≤ 0.05 (\*, *P* ≤ 0.05, \*\*, *P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\*, *P* ≤ 0.005). (**A**) Frequencies for enhanced processes in the group of upregulated genes in response to DSB in WT and *scc2--4* cells, in comparison with the frequency of the same processes in *scc2--4* and WT cells, respectively. (**B**) Frequencies for enhanced processes in the group of downregulated genes in response to DSB in WT and *scc2--4* cells, in comparison with the frequency of the same processes in *scc2--4* and WT cells, respectively.

Taken together, this bioinformatic analysis indicated that inactivation of Scc2 clearly changed the gene response induced by a single DSB. This suggested to us that the expected transcriptional response after break induction is altered in *scc2--4* cells. Furthermore the type of effect seen on all except very few genes, such as *HUG1* and *PLM2*, are small but the effect is apparent on a large number of genes. This is a pattern similar to the transcriptional effects seen after knockdown of NIPBL, in NIPBL deficient CdLS patient cells and cells from Nipbl^+/−^ mice.[@cit0021]

Transcriptional alterations of DSB proximal genes {#s0002-0005}
-------------------------------------------------

It has previously been reported that transcription of genes in close vicinity of the natural HO-cleavage site, localized at the MAT locus, are repressed in response to break induction. This was suggested to be due to resection of the DNA ends.[@cit0029] In line with this, the microarray result for the genes surrounding the inserted HO recognition site on Chr. VI showed a similar pattern, where the majority of the genes in WT cells, *LSB3*, *HIS2*, *CDC14*, and *PTR3* all showed reduced expression after break induction (**data set S7;** [**Fig. 5A**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Somewhat surprisingly, we found that this was not true for the 2 genes located closest to the break on each side, where the expression of *ULI1* was increased and no change in expression of *ECO1* could be detected. Furthermore, when considering the microarray data for transcription over the same genes in Scc2 deficient cells, 3 out of the 6 closest genes (*LSB3*, *HIS2*, and *PTR3*) were not transcriptionally repressed after break induction (**data set S8;** [**Fig. 5A**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, *ECO1* was shown to be upregulated after break induction in *scc2--4* cells. However, *CDC14* was repressed and ULI1 induced in response to the break in both WT and Scc2 deficient cells. Figure 5.Scc2 is important for repression of DSB proximal genes. (**A**) Schematic illustration of the region immediately surrounding the DSB on Chr. VI (adapted from Sacchcaromyces Genome Database). Gray arrow points at the HO recognition site. (**B**) Relative gene expression of indicated genes was measured by qRT-PCR. Expression of respective gene for both WT and *scc2--4* in the presence of break was related to its own absence of break sample that was set to 1. (**C**) Relative gene expression of indicated genes was measured by qRT-PCR. Expression of respective gene for *scc2--4* cells in the absence of break was related to the WT absence of break sample that was set to 1. (**B and C**) Data are mean values from 3 independent experiments with the respective deviation (\*, *P* ≤ 0.05, \*\*, *P* ≤ 0.01, \*\*\*, *P* ≤ 0.005).

We then performed qRT-PCR on samples from WT and Scc2 deficient cells collected simultaneously, and analyzed expression of these DSB proximal genes. All genes except *ULI1* then appeared to be repressed in response to DSB in WT cells, although *PTR3* not significantly ([**Fig. 5B**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). In Scc2 deficient cells, the same pattern was observed. However the reduced expression in response to DSB was significantly less pronounced, compared with WT cells. This suggested that Scc2, or cohesin its target for loading, are important for proper downregulation of transcription in the direct vicinity of the DSB. The reason for the fairly strong upregulation of *ULI1* in both WT and *scc2--4* cells is enigmatic and we do currently not have any obvious explanation for that. Notably, the DSB proximal genes investigated here were not differently affected in the absence of DSB induction as analyzed by microarray or qRT-PCR ([**Fig. 5C**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}**; data set S1**).

Alterations in gene expression due to Scc2 inactivation are not caused by changes in genome wide cohesin binding {#s0002-0006}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cohesin is dynamically interacting with chromatin throughout the cell cycle.[@cit0012] The fraction of the cohesin pool that is stably bound is assumed to be responsible for the cohesion function.[@cit0013] Scc2 has been shown to be responsible for chromatin loading of cohesin, not only in G1, but also in G2 phase, and in response to break induction. New cohesin is recruited to the region around the break and DI-cohesion is formed DSB proximally and genome wide.[@cit0038] In human cells it was previously reported that cohesin binding correlated with changes in gene expression.[@cit0021] We thus asked if the transcriptional dysregulation, detected here in Scc2 deficient cells, could be an effect of deficient cohesin loading and or dynamics in G2/M in the absence of Scc2, both in the DSB region and genome wide.

To investigate this, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by DNA sequencing (ChIP seq). The experimental setup used was identical to the one used for the microarray study ([**Fig. 1A**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), but in the end of the experiment ChIP was performed on Flag-tagged Scc1 (Scc1^3xFLAG^). No apparent difference in cohesin binding could however be detected, rather the Scc1^3xFLAG^ was found at previously identified CARS (cohesin associated regions) genome wide in both WT and *scc2--4* cells (**Fig. 6A**). The DSB proximal binding was as previously reported reduced after inactivation of Scc2 ([**Fig. 6B**](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). Altogether the altered transcription profiles detected in Scc2 defective cells can not be based on removal of, or formation of new cohesin binding regions at new positions in the genome that depend on Scc2. Figure 6.Cohesin binding genome wide and at the Chr. VI DSB. (**A and B**) Chromosomal association of Flag-tagged Scc1 analyzed by ChIP sequencing in WT and *scc2--4* cells in the presence and absence of DSB induction at Chr. VI as indicated. Orange peaks display significant chromosomal binding sites where the x-axes show chromosomal positions and the y-axes show linear fold enrichment. (**A**) Shown is a representative undamaged region of Chr. III. (**B**) Shown is the region immediately surrounding the DSB on Chr. VI. Gray arrow points at the HO break site.

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

Cohesin has in budding yeast been shown to act as a boundary element at the silent loci of HMR, and this was suggested to be the sole gene regulatory function for cohesin in yeast.[@cit0023] Later it was shown that inactivation of the cohesin subunit Mcd1 in the G1 phase of the cell cycle caused altered expression of a number of genes with related function in a coordinated fashion.[@cit0024] In addition, the cohesin loader Scc2, regulates gene expression during yeast meiosis,[@cit0025] and the cohesin protein Smc1 as well as the acetyltransferase Eco1 promote rRNA production.[@cit0024] Altogether this points at a gene regulatory function for proteins in the cohesin network in yeast, similarly to higher eukaryotes.[@cit0039]

To further investigate this we have here studied whether inactivation of Scc2 has impact on the transcription program in yeast, using a temperature sensitive *SCC2* allele (*scc2--4*) under conditions known to inactivate both sister chromatid cohesion and DNA repair.[@cit0014] We chose to study the effect of transiently disabling Scc2 in G2/M arrested cells when cohesin and its loader are important for homologous recombination based DSB repair and DI-cohesion.

We found that most of the genes with altered expression in *scc2--4* cells compared to WT cells, are involved in processes that are affected independently of break induction, and presumably instead depend on the inactivation of Scc2. The transcription profile that we identify in the absence of functional Scc2 is indeed very similar to what has been reported in studies of human and mouse, heterozygous for their Scc2 homologs, where a large number of genes are affected but with limited fold changes. The genes affected were sorted according to association with biological processes. This revealed, somewhat surprisingly, that in Scc2 deficient compared with WT cells, the main response in the group of upregulated genes involves mitochondrial organization and translation. The most significantly downregulated genes were spread on several processes. Interestingly we see that ribosomal small and large subunit biogenesis as well as tRNA processing, RNA polymerase I and III transcription, ribosome nuclear export and even translation are downregulated in the absence of functional Scc2. This is in line with the finding that Smc1 and Eco1, proteins in the cohesin network, have been implicated in promoting rRNA production and protein translation.[@cit0027] In the same study a mutated version of Scc2 did not show the same phenotype as the mutated versions of Smc1 and Eco1 used, however since this Scc2 mutation is different from the one used here, the importance for the ribosomal processes could be common for all the proteins in the cohesin network.

Our attention was then drawn to the fact that processes such as DNA damage response, DNA repair and DNA recombination were significantly enhanced compared to their genome frequency, in the group of downregulated genes in Scc2 deficient cells in the presence of DSB.

We then concluded that a single DSB causes a typical DNA damage induced transcriptional response in WT cells. Indicative of this *HUG1*, which was the most differentially expressed gene, showing the lowest FDR in our analysis, has previously been shown to be one of the most transcriptionally induced genes in response DNA damage, irrespective of the type of DNA damage.[@cit0040] Interestingly Hug1 is a negative regulator of the Mec1 pathway, instrumental for DSB signaling and formation of DI-cohesion.[@cit0043] When inactivating the cohesin loader Scc2 on the other hand the described DNA damage response is altered. For example, several of the genes encoding cohesin components, such as *SMC1*, *MCD1*, *SCC3* and *PDS5* showed a significant upregulation in WT cells, which was not the case in Scc2 deficient cells. Importantly continuous MCD1 transcription has been shown to be important for formation of DI-cohesion in response to post replicative DSB.[@cit0044] In addition it has been reported that the Mcd1 levels needed for cohesion formation in response to DSB are higher then for establishment of S phase cohesion.[@cit0045]

When Scc2 is inactivated in G2/M, the cohesin binding pattern is not in general altered in undamaged regions of the genome compared to S phase, indicating that the differences in gene response between WT and Scc2 deficient cells is not based on overt changes in cohesin binding. An exception for this is in the 50 kb region around the DSB where less cohesin is recruited in Scc2 deficient cells. The reduced repression of DSB proximal genes in response to the DSB induction that we see in *scc2--4* cells could thus be due to the reduced recruitment of cohesin, provided cohesin is needed for the silencing of the DSB proximal genes. On the other hand, these genes have been suggested to be downregulated due to the resection of the break that facilitates single stranded DNA tails.[@cit0046] This is puzzling, since we see less repression in the absence of Scc2 where there is also less cohesin, and intuitively more resection, unless the proposed active separase mediated removal of cohesin is instrumental for the initiation of the resection process. Cohesin that was never loaded cannot be removed.[@cit0044] Alternatively, knowing that also Scc2 itself is recruited to the DSB proximal region[@cit0038] it could analogous to the genome wide situation be a function for Scc2 in itself, independent of cohesin.

Potentially, Scc2/4 is responsible for correct transcriptional programming through shaping of the chromatin landscape. Interestingly the human homolog NIPBL, was shown to interact with HDAC and HP1,[@cit0047] both important for modulating chromatin structure. Traditionally, cohesin and or the Scc2 homologues were implicated in long range promoter enhancer interactions. Thereby they may be important for correct gene expression.[@cit0016] Such interactions were believed to in essence not take place in budding yeast with its very small sized genome, and the possible function for cohesin pathway proteins in gene regulation would have to be based on a different mechanism. However budding yeast is not devoid of 3-dimensional interactions between different regions of the genome. On the contrary, an intricate network of inter- and intra-chromosomal interactions is evident also in the yeast genome.[@cit0049]

We have here performed gene expression profiling of WT and Scc2 deficient cells, both in the absence and presence of DNA damage. We conclude that transient inactivation of Scc2, during a G2 specific cell cycle arrest, has large effects on the general transcription profile compared with WT cells. When studying the effect of DSB induction in Scc2 deficient cells in isolation, this reveals that Scc2 indeed influences also the transcriptional response caused by induction of a single DSB. This effect is clear both globally and in the DSB proximal region. Knowing that Scc2 is important for gene regulation also in yeast sets the basis for the possibility to perform mechanistic studies of the same.

Materials and Methods {#s0004}
=====================

Yeast strains {#s0004-0001}
-------------

All strains used are haploid and of W303 origin (*ade2--1*, *trp1--1*, *can1--100*, *leu2--3*, *leu112*, *his3--11*, *15, ura3--1*, *RAD5*). Genetic modifications and names of the individual strains are listed in **Table S1**. Deletions of genes were performed by conventional one-step replacement of the open reading frame in question, with kanamycin (kanMX6), or nourseothricin (natMX4) resistance.[@cit0051] Insertion of the HO-cleavage site at Chr. VI and the Flag tagging of Scc1 (SCC1-his6-flag3:kanMX6) was performed as described.[@cit0014]

Experimental setup {#s0004-0002}
------------------

The same experimental procedure was used for microarray, ChIP seq and the qRT-PCR analysis. Pairs of WT and *scc2--4 S. cerevisiae* strains, genetically identical in all other aspects except for the presence of the recognition site for the HO enzyme or not, were grown in YEP media supplemented with 2% raffinose at permissive temperature (21°C) and arrested in G2/M by addition of benomyl. The temperature was then raised to 32°C for 30 minutes, restrictive for the *scc2--4* ts allele. The HO enzyme under control of the GAL1 promoter was then activated by addition of 2% Galactose whereby a DSB was induced in cells containing the recognition site for HO enzyme on Chr. VI. Cells were collected 90 minutes later.

Pulse field gel electrophoresis {#s0004-0003}
-------------------------------

Pulse field gel electrophoresis was used for verification of induction of the Chr. VI DSB. Chromosomal DNA was prepared and separated on 1% agarose gel by Pulse Field Gel Electrophoresis as described[@cit0028] (Biorad, Chef DRIII). For best separation in the size range of Chr. VI the gel was run at 14°C for 24 hr at 6 V/cm with a 35.4--83.55 s switch time and an included angle of 120°.

FACS analysis {#s0004-0004}
-------------

FACS samples were prepared in essence as described[@cit0005] and analyzed with a Becton Dickinson FACSCalibur, ensuring 10.000 events per sample.

RNA isolation, microarray and qRT-PCR {#s0004-0005}
-------------------------------------

Total RNA was isolated after zymolase treatment for 1h at 30°C, using Invitrogen PureLink Micro-to-Midi Total RNA Purification System. Sample quantity and quality was assessed with a spectrophotometer (ND-1000, NanoDrop technologies) and Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. For the microarray analysis, cDNA was synthesized and submitted to the Karolinska Institutet core facility for Bioinformatics and Expression Analysis ([www.bea.ki.se](http://www.bea.ki.se)), where hybridization to the GeneChip Yeast Genome 2.0 Array was performed. After probing and scanning, the quality of the images was checked. All arrays passed the Affymetrix quality control check. For the qRT-PCR analysis cDNA was prepared using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). qRT-PCR was performed using SYBR green (Applied Biosystems) according to manufacturer\'s instructions (primer sequences available on request). Samples were then analyzed on ABI Prism 7000 sequence detection system (Applied Biosystems).

Analysis of gene expression data {#s0004-0006}
--------------------------------

Gene expression data was pre-processed using the limma package in R^52^ and the rma (Robust Multichip Average) procedure including background correction, quantile normalization and summarization. Then, each run was checked for technical variation and adjustments for batch effects were carried out.[@cit0053] In the second experiment run ([**Fig. 3A**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}), one sample was excluded because of non-biological variation. In each run, samples were tested for differential expression (FDR ≤ 0.05)[@cit0054] between different strains, and within strains but between absence and presence of DSB. Selected probesets were annotated using DAVID software[@cit0030] and NetAffxTM (Affymetrix), and heatmaps were generated using Cluster software and visualized in TreeView.[@cit0032] Mathematica 7.0 or R 2.9.2 was used for all calculations. The unprocessed gene expression data can be found at the GEO database: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE62494>.

Categorization of genes according to biological process and enrichment analysis {#s0004-0007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To retrieve information of the ORF of interest, the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD, <http://www.yeastgenome.org>) was queried. Genes were categorized using the SGD GO Slim Mapper to define the biological processes in conjugation with GO annotations for yeast gene products curated by the SGD. P-values were calculated for enrichment categories using the Hypergeometric distribution with correction for multiple testing using FDR. Processes were regarded significantly enhanced if FDR ≤ 0.05.

ChIP sequencing {#s0004-0008}
---------------

ChIP was performed on Flag-tagged Scc1 (Scc13xFLAG) with anti-Flag (Sigma) essentially as described,[@cit0055] but after 30 min fixation with 1% formaldehyde at room temperature. The samples were then processed for ChIP sequencing (ChIP seq) as described.[@cit0055] The unprocessed sequencing data can be found at the GEO database: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE62494>.
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